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Abstract
Automotive industries are very much interested in formability of different pre-strained aluminum
alloy sheets in the context of multistage stamping to fabricate complex components. In the
present work, different uni-axial pre-strains of 6.4% and 12.2% were induced in AA5754-O
aluminum alloy both along rolling direction (RD) and transverse direction (TD). The true stressstrain response, limiting dome height (LDH) and strain based forming limit diagram (ε-FLD) of
as received and all pre-strained materials were evaluated experimentally. The anisotropy
constitutive material model was developed using the Yld96 plasticity theory in-conjunction with
the Hollomon isotropic hardening law to predict the yield strength evolution of the pre-strained
materials. Also, it was found that the limiting strains in ε-FLD shifted significantly depending on
the amount and direction of uni-axial pre-strain. Hence, the limiting strains of the as-received
materials were transposed into stress space to estimate the stress based forming limit diagram (σFLD) using the anisotropy constitutive material model. Further, the dynamic shifts of ε-FLDs of
four different pre-strained materials were predicted by successfully decoupling the σ-FLD of asreceived materials within root mean square error of 0.008. Finite element models of both uniaxial pre-straining and subsequent LDH tests were developed, and the forming behavior of the
pre-strained materials were predicted implementing the Yld96 plasticity model and estimated σFLD. It was found that LDH was significantly influenced by the amount of pre-strain, and the
maximum thinning location shifted close to pole in the case of 12.2% pre-strained materials.
However, the effect of uni-axial pre-strain direction on both LDH and maximum thinning
location in AA5754-O material was very negligible.
Keywords – AA5754-O; Uni-axial pre-strain; Forming limit diagram; Limiting dome height;
Yld96 anisotropic yield theory; Finite element model.
Abbreviations: σ-FLD, stress based forming limit diagram; ε-FLD, strain based forming limit
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Introduction

The automotive industries are very much interested in stamping of body panels, chassis and
different structures using advanced high strength steels, aluminum and magnesium alloys to meet
the constant increasing demand of reducing vehicle weight. Among all these materials, the nonheat treatable AA5754-O (O-annealed condition) is a suitable candidate for stamping of three
dimensional complex body panels because of its light weight, high strength to weight ratio,
corrosion resistance properties and recyclability. In this context, there were previous literatures
available on laboratory scale simulative tests of different aluminum thin sheets such as limiting
drawing ratio [1], limiting dome height [2], Erichsen cupping [3], hole flangeability [4] and Vbending and spring back [5] tests. Researchers had carried out extensive studies to understand
the effect of different tool design and process parameters such as punch corner radius, die corner
radius, blank holding force, temperature, strain rate and friction and lubrications [6-10]. Also,
different aluminum alloy sheets were deformed under different possible strain paths ranging
from tension-compression to tension-tension deformation modes to evaluate the forming limit
diagram (FLD or strain based forming limit diagram or ε-FLD) [11, 12]. The detailed procedures
to evaluate the ε-FLDs experimentally were discussed in different previous literatures [13, 14].
Moreover, cost effective theoretical models were also proposed to compute the limiting strains of
aluminum alloys, and the two mostly used models were Marciniak-Kuczynski (M-K) [15] and
Storen-Rice [16] model. Further, different anisotropy plasticity theories with strain and strain
rate hardening models were implemented in these two models to predict the effect of various
material parameters on the limiting strains in ε-FLD [17-19]. It was found that the limiting
strains increased with the increase of sheet thickness [20], strain hardening exponent (n-value)
[20] and strain rate sensitive index (m-value) [21]. Also, the sheet metal may have local
nonhomogeneity due to the variations in thickness, grain size and orientation, residual stress,
roughness, porosity, inclusions and second-phase particles. This local nonhomogeneity was
modeled as a narrow groove to estimate the limiting strain, and it was found that the forming
limit decreased with increase in nonhomogeneity within the sheet material [22]. The higher
Lankford anisotropy parameter (r-value) had a favorable effect on the limit strain particularly in
the left hand side of ε-FLD (i.e. in tension-compression deformation mode) [20]. It was also
observed that weld conditions influenced the limiting strains of laser-welded blanks [23].
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However, it was mentioned that r-value had an influence of formability during hydraulic bulge
test [24]. Hence, the evaluation of these material properties and correlating these with ε-FLD
were very important laboratory studies to gain the confidence of automotive industries while
selecting suitable light-weight materials.
Though ε-FLD is extensively used as formability measure of sheet metals, it has been reported
that the limiting strains shifted dynamically depending on the type and the amount of pre-strain
in different ferrous and non-ferrous materials [25]. Graf and Hosford [26] carried out extensive
experiments to evaluate ε-FLDs of tension-tension, tension-compression and plane strain prestrained Al 2008 T4 aluminum alloy and concluded that the forming limits of uni-axial prestrained materials were drastically changed depending on the direction of pre-strain with respect
to rolling direction (RD). The limiting strain decreased when the direction of uni-axial pre-strain
was parallel to RD, but the pre-straining along transverse to rolling direction (TD) increased the
forming limits. It is very important to determine the limiting strains of different pre-strained
materials while selecting sheet material. But the tedious testing procedures demand much time,
energy and materials to evaluate ε-FLDs of pre-strained materials at each stage Therefore,
several researchers [27-29] characterized the forming limits using stress-based FLD (σ-FLD),
where the limiting major and minor stresses were estimated through transforming the limiting
strains into stress space using suitable anisotropic yield theory, hardening law and flow rule.
Stoughton [27] converted the ε-FLDs of as-received and pre-strained materials reported by Graf
and Hosford [26] to stress space, and it was found that all the σ-FLDs merged very closely.
Recently, Basak et al. [30, 31] estimated the strain path independent σ-FLD of Al 2008 T4 sheets
using the Barlat-89 anisotropy plasticity theory and Swift hardening law, and further the
formability of bi-axial pre-strained DP600 and IF steel sheets were predicted successfully
implementing in finite element model.
It is noteworthy that auto-body panels were stamped using rigid dies and punches mounted in a
double action hydraulic press, and the final critical shapes were obtained in multiple stages.
Hence, it is very imperative to evaluate the formability of AA5754 alloy using laboratory scale
simulative tests before actual stamping of the light weight components. In the present work, the
effect of uni-axial pre-strain on the tensile properties and forming limit of AA5754-O was
investigated. The pre-strain was induced both along RD and TD, and subsequently out-of-plane
3

stretch forming test (or limiting dome height test) was conducted to evaluate the formability interms limiting dome height (LDH) and ε-FLD. Moreover, the σ-FLD was estimated using the
Yld96 anisotropy plasticity theory in-conjunction with the Hollomon hardening law. The
numerical simulation of the out-of-plane stretch forming operation was carried out incorporating
the pre-strain histories using LS-DYNA 971 explicit dynamic solver, and the estimated σ-FLD
was implemented successfully as a damage model to predict the forming behavior of pre-strained
materials.
2

Experimental details

In the present work, 1.54 mm thick AA5754-O aluminum alloy sheets were selected and the
chemical composition is shown in Table 1. It was found that magnesium was the main alloying
element of this non-heat treatable alloy, which imparted strength by impeding the movement of
dislocations during plastic deformation. Automotive industries are interested in this alloy for
fabrications of light weight auto-body panels, and hence the effect of pre-strain on the
formability was investigated adopting the following detailed procedures.
Table 1 Chemical compositions of the AA5754-O alloy (weight in %) used in the present study

2.1

Al

Mg

Mn

Fe

Si

Cr

Zn

Ti

Cu

Balance

2.6-3.6

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.15

0.1

Uni-axial pre-straining

One pair of rectangular grippers were designed and fabricated in-house to clamp 105 mm  500
mm sheet specimens both at the top and bottom. The fabricated grippers with the experimental
set-up to impart pre-strain are shown in Fig. 1. These grippers consisted of 105 mm  85 mm
plates with 10 mm diameter cylindrical drawbeads press fitted at the middle. The AA5754-O
alloy sheets were tightly clamped using these grippers by applying sufficient holding pressure
laterally, and the uni-axial pre-strain was imparted using Zwick/Roell 250 kN fatigue test
machine. The amount of pre-strain was measured in-situ by 50 mm extensometer and the
required travel of the grippers was accessed by developing FE model. Accordingly four different
types of pre-strain within the limit of uniform deformation region of stress-strain response were
induced by deforming both along RD and TD at a cross head speed of 2 mm/min (approximately
0.011 s-1), and these were: 6.4% along RD, 6.4% along TD, 12.2% along RD and 12.2% along
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TD. Henceforward, these above pre-strained materials were designated as 6.4% RD, 6.4% TD,
12.2% RD and 12.2% TD respectively. To confirm the uniform strain distribution along the
length of the panel, the pre-straining experiment was modeled and simulated in FE solver, LSDYNA (discussed in section 4). It was observed from the strain contour distribution along the
length of the AA5754 panel that the strain distribution on the AA5754 panel was uniform within
an error of ±0.5%. The dimension of the rectangular specimens to impart pre-strain was decided
considering the further fabrications of tensile, stack compression and LDH specimens from the
uniform plastic strain region. The complete testing process sequence adopted in the present study
is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up used for uni-axial pre-straining operation: (a) grippers used (all
dimensions are in mm) and (b) clamping of specimens both at top and bottom with extensometer
2.2

Uni-axial tensile tests

Uni-axial tensile specimens were cut from as-received sheets along RD, 45° to RD (diagonal
direction, DD) and TD by using wire cut electric discharge machining process. After two
different amount of uni-axial pre-straining of 6.4 % and 12.2 % along RD and TD, the uni-axial
tensile specimens were cut as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). The dimension of a tensile specimen is
shown in Fig. 2(c). All the tensile tests of as received and pre-strained materials were conducted
at a quasi-static crosshead speed of 2 mm/min to evaluate the yield strength (YS), ultimate
tensile strength (UTS), Lankford anisotropy parameter (r-value), uniform elongation and total
5

elongation in all the three directions with respect to RD. The true stress and true strain data
n

obtained after tensile test were fitted to Hollomon hardening law,   K  . ASTM E517
standard [32] was followed to determine the r-value of AA5754-O material. According to the
standard, the tensile specimen was axially pulled until it stretched beyond the yield point
elongation but not exceeding the true strain corresponding to UTS. It was observed that, if the
cut off true strain was nearer to the yield point strain then the inaccuracy in measurement was
higher. Hence, the cut off true strain was kept nearer to UTS (i.e. approximately 70% of the
UTS) for better accuracy and measurement ease of the anisotropic value (r-value) for both asreceived and pre-strained materials. Further, the r-values were evaluated at any angle (θ) with
respect to RD by evaluating the plastic strain ratio as shown in the Eq. (1). In the present work,
plastic anisotropic parameter r0, r45 and r90 were evaluated experimentally.
r 

 d  90

d  90
 

d  zz
 d  90  d  

(1)

Where, r = Lankford anisotropy parameter at an angle θ with respect to RD, d   = strain along
an angle θ with respect to RD, d  90 = strain along an angle 90+θ with respect to RD and d  zz =
strain along thickness direction.
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Fig. 2 Detailed process sequences consisting of pre-straining, tensile test, stack compression
tests, limiting dome height tests adopted in the present study (all dimensions are in mm)
2.3

Stack compression tests

Previously, researchers had carried out stack compression tests of aluminum-killed steel,
aluminum alloy 3003-O, copper-110 and brass 260 (70% copper and 30% zinc) [33]; and
magnesium alloy AZ31B-O [34] to evaluate the equi-biaxial flow stress in tensile state. In the
present work, circular discs of 10 mm diameter were cut from as-received and pre-strained sheet
and six such discs were stacked together to form a solid cylinder as shown in Fig. 2(d).The
stacking was done using epoxy adhesive in order to avoid buckling during the compression test.
The strength of the adhesive used was approximately 27.3 MPa and it was applied uniformly on
the sheet surfaces after roughening using an emery paper. The both ends of the stacked cylinder
were lubricated using teflon tape to reduce the frictional force at the contacting surfaces with
both the compression platens. The compression testing was performed at a cross-head speed of 2
mm/min using a 50 kN compression machine. The true stress true strain responses of the as
7

received and pre-strained materials were evaluated and these were considered as the equivalent
of biaxial flow curves.
2.4

Limiting dome height tests

The out-of-plane stretch forming set-up consisting of hemispherical punch of ϕ50 mm, upper die
and lower die, were mounted in the double action hydraulic press of 100 ton as shown in Fig. 3.
The sheet metals were clamped between the upper and lower dies by applying a blank

Fig. 3 Out-of-plane stretch forming set-up used to evaluate the LDH and ε-FLDs: (a) the tools
mounted in the actual set-up and (b) schematic of tools consisting of punch and dies (all
dimensions are in mm)
holding force of 7.7 ton, and the punch was moved down at a speed of 20 mm/min to completely
stretch formed the material exposed over the die cavity. A circular drawbead was designed on the
dies at a radius of 36 mm, which completely restricted the flange material to flow into the die
cavity. The experiments were stopped when a visible neck or initiation of fracture was observed
through a mirror placed in the gap below the base of the LDH setup. The height of the dome till
the onset of necking was referred as limiting dome height (LDH). Also, a pattern of circular grids
of ϕ2.5 mm was applied on the surface of the sheet metals by electrochemical etching method
before stretch forming operation. The major and minor true strains were measured from the
deformed elliptical grid by imaging software integrated with optical microscope. The
experiments were carried out using blanks of five different geometries and application of
lubrication as shown in Fig. 2(e), and six different strain paths were induced entirely covering
from tension-tension to tension-compression modes during LDH tests by controlling the lateral
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material flow during deformation. A close to equi-biaxial tensile deformation mode was
achieved using a thin poly-ethylene sheet with lubricating oil between the hemispherical punch
and blank. The final deformed domes obtained after the stretch forming operation of as received
and four different pre-strained materials are shown in Fig. 4. The major and minor surface strains
of safe, necked and failed regions were evaluated to plot the ε-FLDs, and the LDHs were
measured using a height gauge.

Fig. 4 All the deformed specimens obtained after stretch forming operations of as received and
pre-strained materials
3

Development of stress based forming limit diagram

3.1 Background of Yld96 anisotropy plasticity theory
In the present work, the Yld96 anisotropy plasticity theory [35] was considered as it was one of
the most accurate yield functions for aluminum alloy sheets incorporating both yield strength and
r-value directionalities. There were other different advanced yield criteria such as Yld2000,
Yld2004, Yld2011, BBC2003, BBC2005 and BBC2008 to consider the deformation behavior of
anisotropy sheet metals [36]. However, these models required more number of experiments to
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characterize the strength and r-value directionalities. The Yld96 yield function was expressed
with respect to flow strength of material,  as per Eq. (2).

  1 S2  S3   2 S3  S1   3 S1  S 2  2
a

a

a

a

(2)

Where, the higher order exponent, a = 8 for aluminum being a face centered cubic structure
(FCC) material, and S1 , S 2 and S 3 are the principal values of the stress tensor Sij . The isotropic
plasticity equivalent (IPE) stress was related to stress tensor as per Eq. (3):

S = Lσ

(3)

Where, L is connected with anisotropic coefficients ck (k=1-6). In plane stress condition
(  z   yz   zx  0 ), the Eq. (3) reduced to Eq. (4) as shown below.

 (c2  c3 )

 Sx   3
 S   c3
y
Sij      3
 Sz  
   c2
 S xy   3
 0


c3
3
(c3  c1 )
3
c1
3
0

c2
3
c1
3
(c1  c2 )
3
0


0
  x 
 
0   y 

 0 
0   xy 
 
c6 

(4)

Here, principal stress values of Sij , can be found by applying Mohr’s circle as follows:

S1,2 

Sx  S y
2

 S  Sy 
2
  x
  S xy
 2 
2

(5)

and S3    S1  S 2  . Further, the anisotropic coefficients  i of Eq. (2) are defined as:

1   x cos 2    y sin 2 

 2   x sin 2    y cos 2 

(6)

 3   z 0 cos 2 2   z1 sin 2 2 
Where,

 2S xy
2  tan 1 
S S
y
 x





(7)
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3.2 Estimation of anisotropy coefficients and stress ratios for σ-FLD
In the Yld96 anisotropy plasticity theory, the yield behavior of aluminum alloy can be modeled
by calculating anisotropic coefficients such as, c1, c2, c3, c6, αx, αy, and αz1. The coefficient, αz0
was assumed to be 1.0 as suggested by previous researchers [35, 37]. The above seven
coefficients were calculated using seven test results such as: three uni-axial yield strength along
the RD (σ0), DD (σ45) and TD (σ90), balanced biaxial yield strength (σb), and three Lankford
anisotropic parameter along the RD (r0), DD (r45), and TD (r90). In the present work, all the
seven results such as σ0, σ45, σ90, σb, r0, r45 and r90 were evaluated experimentally and seven
equations were developed using the testing condition.
For uni-axial tension in the RD, the principal IPE stresses become:
S1 

(c2  c3 )
0
3

S2  

c3
0
3

S3  

c2
0
3

(8)

The yield function in Eq. (2) can then be written as:
a

 x c2  c3   y 2c2  c3   z 0 c2  2c3
a

a

a

 3 
 2
 0
 0 

(9)

Similarly, the equations for uni-axial tension in the DD and the TD and the balanced biaxial
tension can be expressed as Eq. (10), Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) respectively:
a

 x 2c1  c3   y c3  c1   z 0 2c3  c1
a

a

a

 3 
 2
 0
  90 

a

(10)

2
2
c c 
c c 
1  c1  c2    2 1    2c6    2  c1  c2    2 1    2c6 
 3 
 3 
2

a

a

 2 
2
 c2  c1 
 0

   2c6   2 
 3 
  45 
2

 3

a

2

(11)

where α1, α2 and α3 are as defined by Eq. (6).
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a

 x 2c1  c2   y 2c2  c1   z 0 c2  c1
a

a

Using normality rule, d  ij  d 

a

 3 
 2
 0
 b 

(12)


(where d  is a positive instantaneous constant) in the
 ij

definition of Lankford anisotropy plasticity theory in Eq. (1), the rθ can be expressed as Eq. (13).


r 



 90
 90



 
 



 zz
  90   




sin 2  
cos 2   2
cos sin 
 x
 y
 xy
   



  x  y 

(13)

Three equations were generated for r0, r45 and r90 putting θ = 0°, 45° and 90°, and the yield
function Φ in Eq. (2). All seven equations consisting of four stress equations (Eq. (9) to Eq. (12))
and three r-value equations (derived from Eq. (13)) were solved for the values of the anisotropy
coefficients c1, c2, c3, c6, αx, αy, and αz1 using Newton–Raphson non-linear solver available in
MATLAB. Similar procedure was also adopted by previous researchers [35, 37].
Applying normality rule, in Eq. (2), the strain ratio (ratio of minor strain to major strain) can be
obtained as in the form of stress ratio (ratio of minor stress to major stress) as shown in Eq. (14).



Q1 P  Q
P1 P  Q

Where,  

 a 1
 a 1

 S 2 R  S
 R 2 R  S

 a 1

 U T  U

 a 1

 a 1

 T T  U

 a 1

(14)

2

= strain ratio,   2 = stress ratio, P   c2  c3  / 3 , Q   2c1  c3  / 3 ,
1
1

R    2c2  c3  / 3 , S   c3  c1  / 3 , T   c2  2c3  / 3 and U    2c3  c1  / 3 .
Another parameter



is defined as the ratio of the effective stress and major stress, and it can be

expressed in the following form as shown in Eq. (15).





1
a
 1
a
a
a



. 1 P  Q   2 R  S  T  U 
2

1 

(15)

Imposing the plane stress condition in the definition of plastic work, the effective strain can be
expressed as Eq. (16).
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 1    
1



(16)

The detailed procedure, discussed by Basak et al [31], was followed here to develop σ-FLD from
experimental ε-FLD of AA5754-O. The major (ε1) and minor (ε2) strain (true strain) values were
noted from the experimentally evaluated ε-FLD. From the knowledge of strain ratio  , both the
stress ratio  and the parameter  were estimated using Eq. (14) and (15) respectively. Using Eq.
(16), the effective strain  was calculated and moreover the effective stress  was estimated
using the Hollomon hardening law. The major stress value σ1 was calculated using the Eq. (15)
and the minor stress value  2 was calculated using the stress ratio  . These estimated limiting
stresses  1 (major true stress) and  2 (minor true stress) were plotted to get σ-FLD
corresponding to the ε-FLD to predict failure in the numerical simulation.
4

Numerical simulation

In this work, two different finite element (FE) models were developed and subsequently solved
using commercially available LS-DYNA software of version 971. These were: (i) at first, the
uni-axial pre-straining operation of as-received sheet along RD and TD with 6.4% and 12.2%
pre-strain and further (ii) the out-of-plane stretch forming operation of the pre-strained sheet
along with as-received sheet. The FE model with the typical process sequence consisting of prestraining, trimming and out-of-plane stretch forming is depicted in Fig. 5. In the out-of-plane
stretch forming process, all the tooling surfaces such as the die, punch and blank holder (or
binder) were modeled as rigid bodies, and these were meshed with shell elements taking proper
care of the warpage angle. The quarter symmetry model was developed to reduce the
computational time. The deformable blank was modeled as four-nodded quadrilaterals
Belytschko–Tsay elements (considering five through thickness integration points) with adaptive
remeshing scheme, and the Yld96 yield material model was assigned as discussed in section 3.1.
The trimmed pre-strained blank was kept over the stationary die with assigned blank holding
force, and the punch was assigned to move along Z-axis. The coulomb’s sliding friction model
with coefficient of friction of 0.15 was assigned between the punch and blank in dry condition
and 0.05 in case of lubricated condition. The σ-FLD estimated from experimentally evaluated εFLD of as-received material was considered as the damage model to predict the onset of failure
as soon as the stress state during deformation touched the limiting stress.
13

Fig. 5 FE modeling of the out-of-plane stretch forming of uni-axial pre-strained material
5
5.1

Results and discussion
Effect of pre-strain on tensile properties

The average tensile properties such as yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS), total
elongation, Lankford anisotropy parameters (r0, r45 and r90), normal anisotropy parameter ( r )
and planar anisotropy parameter ( r ) of as-received and four different pre-strained materials
evaluated from uni-axial tensile test (designated as UT in Fig. 6 and 7) are compared in Table 2.
It was observed that the yield strength of the pre-strained materials increased with the decrease in
the ductility (in terms of elongation) due to strain hardening. Also, it was observed that the uniaxial pre-straining (designated as UP in Fig. 6 and 7) along TD resulted higher yield strength and
ultimate tensile strength in comparison with pre-straining along RD. However, the difference in
strength of the material was very negligible on applications of equal amount of pre-strain along
RD and TD. There was change in the r0, r45, r90, r and r with the amount and direction of prestraining, but no particular trend was observed. The 1.54 mm thick as-received sheet decreased
to a thickness of 1.49 mm and 1.44 mm on applications of 6.4% and 12.2% pre-strain. The
comparison of true stress-strain responses of as-received and different pre-strained material
along different directions is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). It can be observed that all data make a
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band matching reasonably close to the fitted Hollomon strain hardening law along RD of asreceived material. It may be concluded that the pre-straining did not alter significantly the flow
strength of the material. The Hollomon equation correlating the true stress-true strain response of
all these materials tested along rolling direction are shown in Table 3.
Table 2 Tensile properties of as-received and pre-strained materials during uni-axial tensile test
Prestraining
condition

Yield
strength
(MPa)

Ultimate
tensile
strength
(MPa)

% Total
elongati
on

Asreceived

101.88

225.86

6.4% RD

169.58

6.4% TD
12.2% RD

Anisotropic properties
*

r **

Thickness
of sheet
after prestraining
(mm)

r0

r45

r90

r

35.63

0.861

0.523

0.756

0.666

0.286

1.54

236.39

19.99

0.685

0.463

0.632

0.561

0.196

1.49

173.11

240.95

16.52

0.753

0.476

0.676

0.595

0.238

1.49

211.44

253.24

13.34

0.648

0.389

0.631

0.514

0.250

1.44

12.2% TD 215.11
= (r0+2r45+r90)/4

256.22

11.85

0.649

0.438

0.608

0.533

0.190

1.44

*r

** r

= (r0-2r45+r90)/2

It can be found that the strength coefficient (K-value) and the strain hardening exponent (nvalue) changed in comparison to that of as-received material. The biaxial true stress-true strain
responses of the as-received and different pre-strained materials were also evaluated from the
stack-compression test (designated as SC in Fig. 7) and these results were compared with the
uni-axial tensile tests results tested along RD in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 True stress-strain response during uni-axial tensile test of as-received and pre-strained
materials along (a) rolling direction and (b) along transverse to rolling direction

Fig. 7 Comparison of true stress-strain response during uni-axial tensile and stack compression
test of as-received and pre-strained materials along (a) rolling direction and (b) along transverse
to rolling direction
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Table 3 Material constants of as-received and pre-strained materials along RD during uni-axial
tensile test
Pre-straining condition

Hollomon equation

  K

n

R2*

As-received

  490.29

0.370

0.991

6.4% RD

  549.20

0.416

0.983

6.4% TD

  520.00

0.358

0.981

12.2% RD

  661.70

0.529

0.960

0.530
12.2% TD
  684.60
* 2
R is termed as coefficient of determination

0.963

5.2 Yield loci of as received and pre-strained materials using Yld96 model
From all the stress-strain responses discussed in the section 5.1, the yield strengths of as-received
and pre-strained AA5754-O alloy were evaluated in different direction during tensile tests and
stack compression tests. These results in conjunctions with the evaluated Lankford anisotropy
parameters r0, r45 and r90 were used to estimate the different Yld96 anisotropy coefficients such
as c1, c2, c3, c6, αx, αy, and αz1 as discussed in section 3.2. All these estimated anisotropy
coefficients for the as-received and the four different pre-strained materials are summarized in
Table 4. The yield loci of the as-received and four different pre-strained materials were plotted
using their respective anisotropy coefficients as shown in Fig. 8(a), and the experimental data
were shown for comparisons. From the experimental data it was observed that yield loci were
expanding in size with a negligible distortion in shape (Fig.8.a). Hence isotropic hardening law
(Hollomon hardening law) was indulged into the formulation with the anisotropic yield criterion
(Yld-96) to predict the expansion of the yield loci of the pre-strained materials depending on the
effective plastic strain. It was found that the predicted yield loci matched reasonably with the
experimental data of pre-strained materials. Further, the entire experimental yield data points
matched very well with the Yld96 yield locus when plotted in normalized stress space as shown
in Fig. 8(b). The distortion in the yield loci of the pre-strained materials was negligible compared
to that of as received material, and the Hollomon isotropic hardening model with Yld96
plasticity model of as-received material could able predict the yield behavior of different prestrained material reasonably well.
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Table 4 Evaluated anisotropic coefficients of as-received and pre-strained materials
Prestraining
condition
Asreceived
6.4% RD
6.4% TD
12.2% RD
12.2% TD

c1

c2

c3

c6

αx

αy

αzl

0.9879

1.0080

0.9827

1.1624

1.304

1.072

1.212

0.9216
0.9129
0.9027
0.9235

0.9333
0.9831
0.8915
0.9805

0.9883
0.9784
0.9994
0.9648

1.0968
1.1542
1.0678
1.1223

1.997
1.843
2.284
1.881

1.809
1.334
2.297
1.486

1.355
1.069
1.421
1.394

Fig. 8 Validation of Yld96 plasticity theory: (a) expansion of yield locus for different prestrained conditions and (b) yield locus in normalized stress space
5.3 Effect of pre-strain on forming limit diagram
The major and minor strain data of failed, necked and safe ellipses on the surface of all the
deformed specimens were plotted, and the ε-FLD was constructed separating the safe zone. It
can be found that the strain path changed over a wide range from

0.98 to -0.47 by selecting

five different specimen geometries and application of lubrication. The limiting strain in the εFLD was found to be the lowest (ε1=0.206 and ε2=0 for as-received material) when the sheet
material was deformed under a strain path of

(i.e. in plane strain deformation mode). The

major and minor true strain data (ε1, ε2) in the ε-FLD were converted to stress space using the
Yld96 plasticity theory as discussed in section 3.2 to estimate the σ-FLD. The estimated σ-FLD
of the AA5754-O aluminum alloy with the corresponding stress paths of 12.2% TD pre-strained
conditions is shown in Fig. 9(b). It was observed from Fig. 9 that nearly uni-axial deformation
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path (marked by OA in strain and stress space) was induced in the specimen. In the second stage,
the deformation paths of two different geometries were shown. The deformation path AX and
AX’ were representing for biaxial specimen and a specimen with recess radius 35 mm
respectively.

Fig. 9 (a) Experimental strain based and (b) estimated stress based forming limit diagram of asreceived sheet metal
During LDH test of pre-strained material, it was observed that the experimental ε-FLD shifted
from its original position. This phenomenon was termed as ‘dynamic shift of the limiting
strains’. In this study, the σ-FLD evaluated from experimental ε-FLD of as-received material was
further considered for evaluating the ‘dynamic shift of the limiting strains’ of the pre-strained
materials. This process is known as the ‘decoupling of σ-FLD’. Here, the σ-FLD is decoupled to
obtain ε-FLDs of different pre-strained material. This is a novel attempt of theoretical prediction
of the dynamically shifted pre-strained ε-FLD. Accordingly, σ-FLD was decoupled into strain
space for 6.4% and 12.2% uni-axial pre-strain along RD and TD. Detailed decoupling procedure
was adopted from the previous works [31]. However for better understanding to the readers, the
decoupling formulation was discussed below in five simple steps.
a) To evaluate the limiting strains for a definite pre-strain, the major (σ1) and minor (σ2) true
stress values were noted from the σ-FLD of AA5754-O as shown in Fig. 9(b). After
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calculating the stress ratio α, different parameters like ρ and ξ were evaluated by using
Eq. (14) and (15), respectively.
b) Effective stress (  ) was calculated from σ1 and ξ as per Eq. (15). Total effective strains (

 ) after forming in both the stages (uni-axial pre-straining and LDH testing) were
obtained from the Hollomon hardening law.
c) Now, the effective strain (  p ) during pre-straining was evaluated from the amount of
pre-strain value (ε1P, ε2P), as per Eq. (16). Finally, the effective strain in the final stage
(Δεf) was calculated using Eq. (17).
 f  f   1 ,  2    P   1P ,  2 P 
(17)
d) From the definition of plastic work Eq. (16), increment in major and minor strain (Δε1
and Δε2) were calculated from ρf (strain ratio at stretch forming stage).
e) Using Eq. (18), the major (ε1f), minor (ε2f) strain points of decoupled ε-FLD were
calculated and plotted in Fig. 10 for various uni-axial pre-strain conditions.
1 f  1P  1 and  2 f   2 P   2
(18)

Fig. 10 Comparison of experimental and decoupled ε-FLDs for different pre-straining conditions
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All the experimentally evaluated ε-FLDs of different pre-strain materials are compared with the
decoupled limiting strains estimated from the σ-FLD as shown in Fig. 10. It was observed that
the ε-FLDs shifted significantly depending on the amount and the orientation of pre-strain with
respect to RD. Here, rolling direction (RD) and transverse direction (TD) true strains were
plotted along X and Y axis respectively. During pre-straining in RD, the circles were elongated
along X axis, whereas compressed along Y axis. Therefore the minor true strain was positive and
major true strain was negative (shown by OA line in Fig.10). On contrary during TD prestraining, the circles were compressed along X axis and elongated along Y axis. Hence, minor
true strain was negative and major true strain was positive (shown by OB line in Fig.10). This
was the reason behind the massive shifting of the ε-FLD curves depending on the RD and TD
pre-strain. If the RD pre-strained ε-FLD curve was translated in such a way that the line OA got
superimposed with OB, then it could be observed that there was a minor difference in limiting
strains depending on the direction of pre-strain. Again it was observed in Fig 6, that ductility loss
(in terms of % elongation) was less in case of 6.4% pre-strained sheet compare to 12.2% prestrained sheet. Hence the amount of shifting of the ε-FLD was also different depending on the
level of pre-strain. It was observed in Fig 10 that the pre-strain along TD shifted ε-FLD towards
the left side with increase in the forming limit strains. However, the limiting strains of the
material decreased with right side shifting of ε-FLD for pre-strained material along RD. The
error (Root Mean Square Error, RMSE) of true strain values between experimental and
decoupled ε-FLDs for each case of pre-strained conditions were evaluated by using Eq. (19).

RMSE 

 (

1expt.

 1decoupled ) 2

(19)

N

Where 1exp t. = major true strain in experimental ε-FLD,

1decoupled = major true strain in

decoupled ε-FLD and N= No. of strain data point. These errors are shown in Table 5 and it can
be observed that the error is higher in case of 12.2% pre-strain condition compared to 6.4% prestrain. However, all the errors are very negligible and the σ-FLD can be used as forming limit for
as-received and all the pre-strained materials.
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Table 5 Root mean square error (RMSE) of strain values between experimental and decoupled εFLDs

5.4

Pre-straining
condition

RMSE

6.4% RD

0.008076

6.4% TD

0.005092

12.2% RD

0.010763

12.2% TD

0.008781

Effect of pre-strain on limiting dome height

The average LDH of the as-received and pre-strained materials of AA5754-O are enlisted in
Table 6 and the high repeatability of the results are further specified in terms of negligible
variation. It can be found that the LDH of the pre-strained materials are lower compared to that
of as-received materials. Moreover, the LDH decreased with the increase in pre-strain in the case
of all specimen geometries and lubrication conditions. Lower LDH was observed in the case of
pre-strained materials along TD compared to that in the pre-strained materials along RD.
However the difference in LDH was very negligible instead of significant shift of ε-FLDs
depending on the direction of pre-straining. This was because of approximately similar quantity
of effective strain induced in the material during the pre-straining irrespective of pre-straining
direction. For example 12.2% pre-strain specimen along RD, the major and minor strains
induced in the specimen were -0.056 and 0.122 respectively (defined by OA line). Similarly for
12.2% pre-strain along TD, the major and minor strains induced in the specimen were 0.122 and
-0.056 respectively (defined by OB line). The effective plastic strain calculated using Eq.16 was
0.122 in case of above two different pre-strained specimens. Consequently, the ductility losses
were identical for both the specimens. This can be reconfirmed from the uniaxial tensile test
result. From Fig.6, it was observed that the consumed ductility (in terms of % elongation) were
equal after 12.2% uniaxial pre-straining in case of both directions. This led to the nearly equal
LDH observed for both of the specimen as mentioned earlier in this paragraph.
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Table 6 Experimental LDHs after out-of-plane stretch forming operation
LDH (in mm) of different stretch formed specimens
Prestraining
condition

Equibiaxial
specimen

Biaxial
specimen

Specimen
with recess
radius 7.5
mm

Lubricated
condition

Specimen
with recess
radius 15
mm

Specimen
with recess
radius 25
mm

Specimen
with recess
radius 35
mm

Dry condition

Asreceived

19.03±0.18

16.18±0.23

13.91±0.20

13.55±0.24

13.31±0.16

14.41±0.22

6.4% RD

17.52±0.21

12.86±0.19

12.75±0.15

11.16±0.25

10.98±0.17

10.19±0.18

6.4% TD

17.18±0.19

12.42±0.22

12.52±0.17

10.99±0.18

10.64±0.26

9.98±0.32

12.2% RD

16.28±0.23

12.09±0.17

11.97±0.21

11.09±0.16

10.29±0.20

9.48±0.19

12.2% TD

15.96±0.17

11.83±0.20

11.63±0.19

10.83±0.21

10.03±0.18

9.22±0.24

5.5

Validation of FE prediction

To predict the formability of as-received and pre-strained material, FE simulation of out-of plane
stretch forming of few selective cases were carried out. The predicted LDH results were
compared with the experimental data as shown in Fig. 11. Predicted stress and strain path for
12.2% TD pre-strained AA5754-O were plotted inside ε-FLD and σ-FLD in Fig. 9. It was
observed that, according to σ-FLD (predicted by as-received Yld96 coefficients as discussed
later in this sub-section) the failure step for tension-tension and tension-compression specimens
were marked by X and X’ point respectively in Fig. 9(b). Whereas in ε-FLD, the strain values of
corresponding points were not lying on the ε-FLD. The LDH of different points which were
lying exact on both of the FLDs were recorded and shown in Fig. 11. It was observed that the
LDHs were predicted very well using the estimated σ-FLD and the Yld96 anisotropy plasticity
model. Now for estimating σ-FLD from the evaluated Yld96 coefficients, two different methods
were adopted in this work. In first method (designated as σ-FLD_M1), the σ-FLDs were
estimated using the Yld96 coefficients in as-received conditions (refer Table 4). For second
method (designated as σ-FLD_M2), the σ-FLDs were evaluate based on the modified
coefficients calculated for each of the pre-strained cases. From the estimated LDH values, it was
concluded that modified coefficients yielded better results compare to as received coefficients.
But, these differences in prediction by both of the coefficients were ranging from 1-5%. On the
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other hand, it requires a considerable effort for determining the modified coefficients for each of
the pre-strained cases. Hence, using as-received coefficients for predicting σ-FLD is a better
choice to avoid of complexity and save time and effort during computation.

Fig. 11 Comparison of experimental and predicted LDHs for (a) biaxial and (b) recess radius of
35 mm specimens for selected pre-straining conditions
In some of the recent literatures, the researchers showed their concern about the dependency of
σ-FLD on the in-plane anisotropy coefficients while estimating σ-FLD from a given ε-FLD [38,
39]. More recently Hariharan et al. [40] used a relatively new approach for predicting σ-FLD
based on geometrical interpolation along different strain paths. But in the present work, the
mechanical properties of two different pre-strained specimens (viz. pre-strained along RD and
TD) were evaluated separately. Further, the validation of FE model in terms of thickness
distribution was primary concern in the present work. Hence, the deformed domes of as-received
and pre-strained materials were cut along the TD, and the thickness variation was measured at
different distances from the pole (dome center or the topmost position of the dome) using a
pointed anvil micrometer. The thickness distributions in deformed dome of four different cases
were shown in the Fig. 12 to get insight into the effect of amount and direction of pre-strain and
the geometry of the specimen. It was observed that the thickness distribution was symmetrical
with negligible amount of thinning at the pole. It was due to the cup deformed using the axisymmetric punch and dies. Also, the punch came in contact with the blank from the start of
deformation and the frictional force did not allow the flow of material over the punch surface
close to pole. The thinning in the flange was negligible as it was completely locked and was not
allowed to flow into the die cavity. The deformation was mostly observed due to the stretching
of the material exposed over die cavity with maximum thinning development at certain distance
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away from the pole where the deformed cup was starting to be out-of-contact with the punch.
The exact location of the maximum thinning was measured in case of as-received and selective
pre-strained deformed cups, and the result was shown in Fig. 12. It was observed that the
location of failure shifts towards the pole for pre-strained material. Also the LDH observed was
less compared to that of as-received specimen. Hence, the area of contact between the punch and
blank decreased with the decrease in LDH. Correspondingly, the location of maximum thinning
shifted towards the pole in the case of pre-strained materials. Further the maximum thinning
location moved very close to pole in case of narrower specimens, and it was approximately 5
mm distance (marked by OC in Fig. 12) in the case of 12.2% TD pre-strained specimens. But for
as-received specimen the maximum thinning location was at 16 mm (marked by OA in Fig. 12)
from the pole. The FE predicted results were compared with the experimental data points and
very close agreement were found. It was observed in Fig.12 that the thickness distribution
profiles were comparatively identical for both 12.2% TD and 12.2% RD cases. Hence, the
thickness distribution and the maximum thinning location were found not to be influenced much
by the uni-axial pre-strain direction.

Fig. 12Comparison of experimental and predicted thickness distribution of stretch formed domes
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6

Conclusions

In the present work, the tensile properties, limit dome height and forming limit diagram of prestrained automotive grade AA5754-O aluminum alloy were evaluated to get insight into the role
of amount and direction of uni-axial pre-strain. The following are the major conclusions.
(a) The yield strength of the AA5754-O aluminum alloy sheet metals increased with
simultaneous decrease in the % total elongation due to strain hardening. The true stressstrain responses obtained from uni-axial tensile and stack compression tests of asreceived and pre-strained materials were lying in a band, and the results were found to
match reasonably with the Hollomon isotropic hardening law.
(b) The Yld96 anisotropy plasticity theory was applied to evaluate the anisotropy coefficients
of as-received and pre-strained materials successfully. A very negligible distortion in
yield loci of all the pre-strained materials was observed in the normalized stress space.
Also, the Hollomon isotropic hardening law in-conjunction with the Yld96 anisotropy
model of the as-received material could able to predict the yield evolution of all prestrained materials close to the experimental data.
(c) The forming limit strains of the pre-strained materials were found to shift depending on
the amount and direction of uni-axial pre-strain. The shift was towards the tensioncompression region with the increase in the limiting strains in the case of transverse
direction (TD) pre-strained materials. However, the limiting strains decreased with a shift
towards the tension-tension region for rolling direction (RD) pre-strained materials.
(d) The σ-FLD was estimated from ε-FLD of the as-received AA5754-O sheet material using
the Yld96 anisotropy constitutive equation in-conjunction with the Hollomon power
hardening law. Moreover, the dynamic shift of ε-FLDs was estimated by decoupling the
σ-FLD using the Yld96 plasticity theory within a root mean square error of 0.008.
(e) The FE model of both the uni-axial pre-straining and subsequent out-of-plane stretch
forming process were developed, and the formability behavior in terms of LDH,
thickness distribution and maximum thinning location were predicted successfully using
the σ-FLD of as-received material. This will help the sheet metal stamping industries to
save energy, material and effort by avoiding the evaluation of tensile properties and εFLDs at each stage of the pre-strain.
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(f) It was found that the LDH of the AA5754-O alloy decreased with the increase in the prestrain, but the effect of direction of uni-axial pre-strain was very negligible. The thickness
distributions with the maximum thinning location were significantly affected by the
amount of pre-strain. It was observed that the maximum thinning location shifted very
close to the pole in the case of 12.2 % pre-strained materials.
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